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A matched and self-powered supply for a variety of wearable electronics remains a critical challenge. Here, a fully self-powered early warning glove (SEWG) is developed via unique elastic-arched triboelectric nanogenerator (EA-TENG) and flexible printed circuit technology. The EA-TENG generates electricity from a continuous touch lightly by hand or body, as a sustainable self-powered source that can be utilized to complete one charging process by simply five times slapping. The SEWG has the advantage that can really deliver real-time no-contact electrostatic monitoring when no external power is supplied, and can effectively avoid the electric shock accident in 220/380 V electric maintenance work. Quantitative analysis of the mechanical and electronic characteristics of the SEWG demonstrated its advantages in terms of stability and reliability, with consistently well performance over more than 80,000 working cycles. It is anticipated that the special design of integrated self-powered system could produce more implications in the field of wearable/flexible electronics and human-machine interaction.

1. Introduction

Wearable electronics deal with anything products that can be worn on the body which implement electronic and computing devices within their everyday functionality, which is a relatively whole new field of research which has begun to strongly catch hold within the high-technology community. This is due to rapid electronic, computing, and integrated techniques advances that have been made in the last decade. In recent years, it was considered that the trend for electronic devices has been to be lighter, thinner, smaller, and softer.[1–3] Flexible electronics are regarded as the next revolutionary technology for advanced electronics because of its excellent electrical performance and flexibility.[4] Once the electronics can adapt to the deformation demands of different environments, they can be utilized in a wider range of applications such as wearable electronics,[5] human–machine interfaces,[6,7] flexible displays,[8] healthcare,[9] electronic skin,[10,11] radio frequency identification,[12] etc. Compared with traditional printed circuit board manufacturing technology, the circuit made by additive manufacturing (AM) technology has the advantages of simplicity, speed, and cost. Printed electronics (PE) is an emerging sector under AM, which uses functional inks to print circuits and sensors on various substrates.[13] Flexible electronics manufactured by PE technology are revolutionizing the field of wearable devices through fast integration and portable solutions. Meanwhile, healthy, medical rehabilitated, academic, and mainstream consumer markets are all areas currently exploring both the popularity and usefulness of wearable electronics. However, the urgent demand of the power supply has been triggered by the development of wearable electronics.[14–16] To achieve continuous and long-term power supply for wearable electronics to form a flexible self-powered system is a huge challenge to the existing power technology.[17] A matched power supply with flexible, adaptive, and sustainable functions is a key link in the realization of wearable self-powered systems.[18–20]

Since 2012, the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), using Maxwell's displacement current as the driving force, has been invented by Wang et al., which can effectively convert mechanical energy into electricity.[21] Compared with conventional rigid batteries, which cannot bypass the repetitive recharging and replacing processes, a TENG can harvest environmental mechanical energy from human body motion and serve as a...
high-efficiency energy source for flexible-wearable electronic devices.\textsuperscript{[22,23]} In addition, the TENG also has the advantages of light weight, low cost, versatile material, simple production, and environmental friendliness, making it to be a powerful alternative as a reliable power supply system for wearable electronic devices.\textsuperscript{[24]} With the rapid development of wearable electronic devices, TENG as one of the most promising area attracts a lot of attention, by which people intend to solve the challenges encountered in the field of flexible circuit.\textsuperscript{[25,26]} Wang et al. constructed a flexible tubular TENG array, which was placed on the sole of shoes to convert the mechanical energy of human walking into electricity to power electronic devices such as LEDs and electronic watches.\textsuperscript{[27]} Zou et al. reported a bionic stretchable TENG integrated into a wetsuit for underwater energy harvesting and human motion monitoring.\textsuperscript{[28]} It can be seen that in this era of rapid development of the Internet of Things and various flexible-wearable electronics, the self-powered system led by TENG has tremendous potentialities.\textsuperscript{[29–32]}

In this work, a fully self-powered early warning glove (SEWG) was developed, which was composed of the core component of the elastic-arched triboelectric nanogenerator (EA-TENG) based on contact-separation mode, a flexible printed circuit, and a pair of insulated gloves. The SEWG can be utilized as both a mechanical energy harvester and a soft self-powered source for the electrostatic detection and no-contact, early warning sensing system to avoid the electric shock accident. On the one hand, the EA-TENG generates electricity from a continuous touch lightly by hand or body, as a sustainable self-powered source that can be utilized to complete one charging process by simply five times slapping. Regardless of whether it is a low-voltage range of 220/380 V or a high-voltage level of more than 1 kV of human body static electricity, the SEWG will indicate an ALARM/NORMAL condition via LED to avoid the direct contact with an energized conductor, owing to the sufficient detection range. On the other hand, we have studied its performance under different structures and temperature and humidity environments, and the results are quite satisfactory. Quantitative analyses of the mechanics and electronics characteristics of the glove demonstrate advantages in stability and reliability, which there is always a well output performance when is operated more than 80,000 working cycles. Thereby indicating that the design of the SEWG is reliable for practical applications, and has benefits of simple operation, and preventing many injuries to the hand and body. So that, implies EA-TENG a breakthrough has been made for energy harvesting of human activities and self-powered sensing system, and may be of certain reference significance on the development of self-powered wearable device in near future.

### 2. Result and Discussion

#### 2.1. Design and Overview of the SEWG

The overall design and typical usage scenarios of fabricated SEWG are shown in Figure 1a, and each component is placed in a way that optimizes signal acquisition. The flexible coil that detects signal are located above the tip of the index finger of the glove, the LED indicator is placed at the back of hand hid in gloves’ interlayer, and the EA-TENG is positioned on the wrist to the benefit of harvesting biomechanical energy from hand. The advantages of such an integrated arrangement are not only does it not affect the flexibility of the operator when working with gloves, but it will simplify the operation of detection and play a protective role. When the finger part of the SEWG is close to the AC charged object, the electric signal will be immediately transmitted through a series of components, and released by the LED indicator to warn the user. The integrated process of flexible printed circuit is shown in Figure 1b, where circuit fabricated on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate by ink-jet printing are integrated with surface mounted devices (SMD) components into a flexible sensing platform. The silver inks serve as electrical interconnects between SMD, due to their characteristics of outstanding electrical conductivity and high chemical resistance. Each SMD’s pins are mounted precisely onto the rectangular electrode pads, different from PCBs which have need of welding with tin, conductive silver glue is the connector between the SMDs and the electrode printed by silver inks. Figure 1c provides an exploded view of the EA-TENG, which consists of PET substrate used to maintain with the elastic-arched structure, fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) dielectric material as one of the friction layer and copper foil as both of the other friction layer and electrode. The shape of the EA-TENG can be well reshaped because of the PET tape’s tension, in which the device equipped with well contact and separation characters. EA-TENG acts as an energy source to power the back-end circuit without the need for other power sources, so the whole circuit can be self-powered. The flexible circuit of the SEWG incorporates two working modules: i) energy harvesting module (Figure 1d, top right), and ii) signal acquisition and alarm module (Figure 1d, bottom right). The flexible circuit provides an excellent combination of electrical conductivity and softness that can change its shape following with hand’s detected motion (Figure 1e).

#### 2.2. Working Mechanism of the EA-TENG

The working mechanism of the EA-TENG is demonstrated in Figure 2a. First, the FEP film and the top copper foil will contact each other when EA-TENG is transformed by being pressed. Negative triboelectric charges are gained by the FEP due to its stronger ability to trap negative charges, while copper leaves positive charges behind (state i). Then, as the force is being removed, the transformed EA-TENG will have a tendency to rebound because of elastic recovery of the substrate. The separation between the FEP film and top electrode creates an electric potential difference between the two electrodes, thereby driving free electrons to flow from the bottom electrode to the top one (state ii). The current is generated until EA-TENG returns to its original shape (state iii). When FEP film and the top electrode get close to each other again, the top electrode will be induced to produce the opposite charges to the FEP film. Therefore, free electrons flow back from the top electrode to the bottom one, creating a reverse current flow (state iv). By repeating the contact-separation movement between two triboelectric layers, the periodic
electric output signals will be produced. Corresponding simulations of potential distributions in three different working states by COMSOL are shown in Figure 2b to observe the electricity generating process. The simulation results are in good agreement with the actual test data, and more detailed simulation parameters are shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information. In addition, the detailed working principle of the circuit for electrostatic and AC voltage detection will be explained in Section 2.5.

2.3. Electrical Output Performance of the EA-TENG

To characterize the output performance of the EA-TENG, we fix the EA-TENG with a contact area of 40 × 50 mm² on the acrylic board using a linear motor to provide periodic tapping motion and the results shown in Figure 2c–e. The output performance of the open-circuit voltage \( V_{OC} \), short-circuit current \( I_{SC} \), and transferred charges \( \Delta Q_{SC} \) of the TENG are 26 V (peak to peak), 1.25 µA, and 11.5 nC, respectively.
and its surface charge density can be calculated as $5.75 \, \mu C \, m^{-2}$.

In order to find the optimal geometry structure of the EA-TENG, we have analyzed the effect of the arrangement of the EA-TENG array on the output performance. The EA-TENG (i.e., electrode layer and dielectric layer) is sliced into different number of pieces (1, 2, and 4 pieces) under the condition that the contact area ($40 \times 50 \, mm^2$) is guaranteed. Finally, they are connected together in parallel. The output performance of the $V_{OC}$ and $I_{SC}$ increases gradually with the decreasing of number of arrays (Figure 3a,b), and that is because every single TENG has its own amplitude and phases output character. When an entire piece of TENG is divided into an array structure, there are several air gaps between the different TENGs. Owing to the edge effects, the electric fields at the edge of the array cancel each other out thereby limiting the total output power of the array structure of TENGs. Hence, the output efficiency has a phenomenon that $1 + 1$ is less than 2. The output performance of the TENG can be maximized only by finding the optimal location of the gap between the arrays. Besides, the TENG cut into arrays may be misplaced during contact separation process, resulting in a drop in the contact area and a lower output than the original whole block. The ambient condition is an important factor that affects the output performance of the EA-TENG, the effect of different temperature and relative humidity (RH) on the output performance is studied. The $V_{OC}$ and $Q_{SC}$ of EA-TENG is measured in temperature varies from 293 to 323 K and humidity from 30% RH to 60% RH in an enclosed box. The influence of humidity on the EA-TENG is shown in Figure 3c,d, it can be noticed that the overall output performance shows a downward trend. The voltage has almost no attenuation before 50% RH and has the largest value of 24 V at 30% RH. Meanwhile, the transferred charges have only slight decrease after 30% RH, and then the output remains at same level. The relationship between the output performance of EA-TENG and temperature is shown in Figure 3e,f. It is found that the voltage decreases gradually with a continuous increase in temperature, but the transferred charges increase at the same time, which leads to the performance of EA-TENG almost unchanged. The results are consistent with previous studies that there is little effect on the output of TENG at temperatures below 353 K.[34] Considering the durability as shown in Figure 3g, the transferred charges only have a little decay in continuous operation of 80000 cycles, confirming superior stability of our EA-TENG.

## 2.4. Fabrication Process of the SEWG

In order to make great integrated with wearable gloves, the circuit is manufactured to flexible form. The process of
manufacturing a flexible circuit with inkjet printing technology is illustrated in Figure 4a. Firstly, the circuit is designed in Altium Designer software and output its Gerber files saved as PDF files which need to be transferred to bitmap file (TIFF) in the end. Then the picture can be recognized by Printing machine and print the pattern with ink made of silver nanoparticles on PET substrate. The size of each drop of ink is about 3.5 pl, and the minimum thickness after sintering is 123.3 nm (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The inks contain organic additives added to enhance printability, which is insulating, so a post-processing step called sintering is required to melt organic material. After the sintering process finish at 150 °C for 20 min, the printed silver wires will be able to provide continuous electron transport pathways. Using a needle tube to carefully apply conductive silver glue to the electrode pads, we pasted the discrete components to prototype circuit and then put it to thermostatic drying oven. The flexible circuit is equipped with control function after heating the silver glue for 5 min at 45 °C. Furthermore, the circuit is to be packaged with silicone elastomer in order to make an effect on strengthening connection between components and electrode pad. The optical photo of the fabricated flexible circuit before packaging is shown in Figure 4b. Contrasting after inkjet printing, an enlarged optical micrograph of printed structures in Figure 4c shows a well-connected silver-ink trail after sintering. After that, we characterized the mechanical properties of the flexible printed circuit, and the results are shown in Figure 4d,e. The circuit before and after heating at 45 °C for 12 h bent with a device, and the bending angle was about 60°. The resistance of the printed silver trace (T1, Black) and the conductive silver glue between printed silver
wire-pad (S1, Red) are mechanically cycled for 2000 cycles and negligible change in the electrical resistance is observed. The access status of LCR is provided in Figure S3, Supporting Information. Cutting the packaged circuit into the shape of a finger along the set route (Figure 4f), the circuit can stand many kinds of shape change that can be stretched (Figure 4g, top left), crumpled (Figure 4g, top right), bended (Figure 4g, bottom left), and twisted (Figure 4g, bottom right). At last, the packaged flexible circuit and the EA-TENG are both integrated to commercial gloves shown in Figure 4h. The SEWG is designed suitable to gloves size and this kind of integration is not only convenient for performing the gloves’ function but also perfectly matched hand’s activity.

2.5. Applications of the SEWG for Electric Shock Protection

Figure 5a shows the basic structure of circuit. The upper figure shows the power produced by EA-TENG is accumulated to a capacitor through a full-wave bridge before starting the detection and then the capacitor supplies the energy to complete a detection for once as the nether figure shows. The capacitor is chosen to endure high voltage in case to avoiding breaking down and the value should be suitable small for getting sufficient voltage to drive the circuit in a short time. The voltage between two ends of the capacitor can be expressed:

$$V = \frac{Q}{C} \quad (1)$$

The transistors, on the one hand are used to avoid the mis-detection by utilizing the threshold voltage \(V_{\text{th}}\), and the threshold voltage can be expressed as:

$$V_{\text{th}} = V_{\text{be}} |_n + V_{\text{be}} |_n + V_{\text{be}} |_n + V_{\text{be}} |_n \quad (2)$$

As four transistors are the same, the \(V_{\text{th}}\) can be calculated to 4 \(V_{\text{be}}\). On the other hand, it can be used to amplify the current through the led. Supporting the base electrode current of transistor \(t_3\) is \(I_b\) and the gain of the transistors is \(\beta\), the instant current \(I\) flow through led can be expressed as:

$$I = (1 + \beta)^4 \cdot I_b \quad (3)$$
The LED will send an alarm signal when the bias voltage of transistor $t_3$ induced by the electrostatic charge or alternating current at the inductor is higher than threshold voltage $V_{be}$. Besides this, the voltage of $C_{store}$ also should be high enough to drive the circuit, and the condition is:

$$V_{store} \geq 4V_{be} + V_{diode}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where the $V_{store}$ means the voltage of $C_{store}$, the $V_{diode}$ means the threshold voltage of LED.

In general, the working process of the SEWG is divided into three parts: the body’s energy harvesting, the acquisition of electrical signals, and the amplified signals release the stored energy to light the warning LED (Figure 5b). Through the Oersted experiment, it can be known that a conductor carrying an AC voltage produces a varying magnetic field around it. The antenna of circuit which is energized by the phenomena of electromagnetic induction, produces a small amount of current in it. The transistors not only amplify the current but also act as switches. Figure 5c shows the charge curve of the storage capacitor. It can be noticed that the voltage of the capacitor rises corresponding to the pressing numbers of EA-TENG and it reaches more than 4 V after 5 times press. As the $V_{diode}$ is about 0.7 V and the threshold voltage of diode is 0.7 V around, the capacitor’s voltage should be charged higher than 3.5 V. The applications of SEWG are shown in Figure 5d–f and it is used for human electrostatic detection, AC current detection, and distribution electric box detection. Press EA-TENG fixed on gloves first, and then the alarm signal will be sent when the inductor electrode contacts with human body as Figure 5d shows. The reason is that static electricity from human body supplies a bias voltage for triggering the transistors. The bias voltage can also be induced by AC current in wire when inductor electrode gets close to the wire as Figure 5e shows. Figure 5f shows a typical application scene that the engineer easily ignored the danger existed on distribution electric box while examining the wire problems, and it can give a convenient detection as well as striking alarm to engineer which provides an indispensable protection.

Figure 5. Applications of the SEWG. (a) The basic structure of the circuit and the state of the different working processes. (b) System-level block diagram shows the working principle of SEWG. (c) The charge curve of capacitor storage, the accumulated capacitance voltage reaches 4 V within 3 s. (d) The electrostatic detection process of human body. (e) The AC voltage detection process in wire of a power outlet. (f) Scene diagram of mechanical energy collection and live voltage detection in the low tension distribution box by using SEWG.
3. Conclusion

In summary, a SEWG has been demonstrated which is composed of the contact-separation mode EA-TENG, flexible printed circuit, and a pair of insulate gloves. This unique self-powered device overcomes the limitations of conventional wearable electronics that require an external power supply and has the ability of anti-electric shock for human safety protection. Firstly, the EA-TENG generates electricity from a continuous touch lightly by hand or body, and as a sustainable self-powered source that the $V_{OC}$ and $I_{SC}$ can reach to 26 V (peak to peak), 1.25 $\mu$A under an external mechanical triggering, respectively. For this SEWG, it can be utilized to complete one charging process by simply five times slapping, which lay the foundation for the SEWG to be utilized in practice. In addition, the SEWG has the unique advantage that can really deliver real-time non-contact electrostatic monitoring when no external power is supplied, and can effectively avoid the electric shock accident in 220/380 V electric maintenance work. Furthermore, quantitative analyses of the mechanics and electronics characteristics of the SEWG demonstrate advantages in stability and reliability, which there is always a well performance when is operated more than 80,000 working cycles. Most importantly, it has been demonstrated that the glove is able to provide no-contact early warning feedback for AC circuit or on a live wire, and has sufficient detection range to avoid the direct contact with an energized conductor. Therefore, SEWG has excellent ability of self-powered early warning, which means that SEWG has made a breakthrough in the combination of bio-energy harvesting and self-powered environment interaction. This work not only shows the design is reliable for practical applications, but also a new approach for self-powered wearable electronic field in the near future.

4. Experimental Section

Fabrication of the TENG: The fabrication process started with the preparation of the electrode and dielectric layer materials. 80 $\mu$m thick FEP was chosen as the dielectric layer and 20 $\mu$m thick copper foil as the electrode (both with back glue). The FEP was tightly affixed to the fixed copper foil to prevent the formation of air bubbles. After the film made in the previous step was cut to the appropriate shape, it was pasted on the PET substrate (150 $\mu$m), and the thin wire was clamped on the reserved position. Similarly, a piece of copper foil and wire would be attached to the PET substrate as the other half of the elastic-arched TENG.

Fabrication of the Flexible Circuit Board: The circuit was designed by Altium Designer 16, and then outputted and transferred to bit map file. The picture was printed by flexible circuit printer DP500. The base of the circuit board was PET and the conductive wire was nano silver ink. The soft solder used to paste the discrete components was NC-576 and the infrared IC heater was T-962.

Measurement: The humidity was controlled by a humidifier, the temperature was provided by an electric heater, and stabilized for more than 1 h. A step motor (LinMot E1000) was applied to provide the periodic contact-separation movement for the TENG. For the section of basic output performance tests of EA-TENG, several programmable electrometers (6517 from Keithley Instruments) were directly linked to a synchronous data acquisition card (6356 from National Instruments) to simultaneously measure the multichannel open-circuit, voltage ($V_{OC}$), short-circuit current ($I_{SC}$), or transferred charge ($\Delta Q_{trans}$) signals. These data were collected and saved by a corresponding multichannel data acquisition program which was developed on the LabVIEW platform.

Control parameters such as acceleration (0.15 m s$^{-2}$), frequency (1.5 Hz), and maximum movement distance (7 mm) were set to the linear motor. In the mechanical performance test section, resistance was measured by LCR instrument (Agilent 4263B).
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